The Secret World
of Symon Jerycho
I hate writing biographies
about myself for these press
kits. I realise that they are an
important element in any
artist's arsenal of materials to
get their message "out there",
but I still find it to be incredibly
self-absorbed to sit down and
write about oneself as though
you are someone else writing
about you and your music.
Abbey Road Studio 3
The first contemporary McDonalds worker to record at Abbey Road

The point of a press kit, of
course, is to introduce yourself to people who have no idea who you are. So
that is what I will try to do here, but I'll spare you the pretentious thirdperson literary style as though I wasn't me sitting here in my messy flat
writing about myself. Because I am. Writing about myself in my flat, I mean.

The Music
How can I describe my music? It's plugged, it's un-plugged, it's piano, it's
guitars, it's drums, it's even sequencers and drum machines. It also changes
radically from one track to the next, which I am told is a bad idea and that I
should probably stick to my own sound and not go all over the place with
different styles, except that all over the place apparently IS my sound.
Besides, who wants to hear an album where every song sounds the same?
But how effective is it to try and describe music verbally? That kind of thing
never really works. That's why everyone always ends up talking about their
influences.
Of course I have influences too. But "influences" is just a fancy way of saying
what music someone listens to. If you really want to hear about what I listen
to then I tend to listen to: Pink Flo yd, Alanis Morissette, Sarah McLachlan, U2,
Radiohead, Paul Simon, Avril Lavigne, The Eagles, Anna Nalick, Peter Gabriel,
Elton John, Brian Wilson, Chris de Burgh, The Nylons, Howie Day, Nirvana,
Rush, Sinéad O'Connor, Sting, The Doors, The Verve, Stereophonics, The
Police, Billy Joel, INXS, Coldplay, and, of course, The Beatles. But everyone
listens to most of those artists, don't they? (And yes, I did just list Avril
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Lavigne in the same list as Pink Floyd and The Beatles. Comments on such
can be directed to symon@secretworldonline.com.)
Alternately, I guess I could just export a list of every song that's currently on
my iPod so you have an even more detailed idea of my influences and still
have no idea what my own music sounds like.

My Life Until Now
Like a lot of musician types I
started out making a lot of music in
basements and simple studios for a
long while. Depending on how you
count them there are somewhere
between a couple and a few
"albums" out there somewhere.
And all of this recording was paid
for by my job at McDonalds, an
occupational choice that most
McDonalds employees try to
conceal from the general public. I
have no such common sense,
however, and firmly believe that
Anderson Music, Medicine Hat Alberta
This is where I first learned how to make records.
one of life's greatest challenges is
trying to get a girl's phone number
dressed in a McDonalds uniform. If you can do that then you can do almost
anything, I think. I live in pursuit of the impossible. That's the only way I
ever seem to do anything interesting in life.
Maybe in this tale you don't really need to know that I worked at McDonalds,
but working at McDonalds was important in my musical "career" because it
was the money earned working there that financed my first session at Abbey
Road Studios. I decided that it was time to take recording experiments and
learning to a new level and so I jetted off to London to become the first
contemporary McDonalds worker to record in the same studio where Pink
Floyd recorded the Dark Side of the
Moon. I shared card tricks with Oasis in
the downstairs restaurant, ate Robbie
Williams's left-over salad from the
studio fridge, and instantly fell in love
with the place to return there again and
again over the following years to do
additional recording work.
There is
something amazing and magical about
Abbey Road that inspires you to be
Abbey Road Studio 2
better, try harder, and create miracles.
This is where The Beatles recorded nearly everything.
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But then, right in the middle of putting together an album, everything seemed
to come apart in my life overnight and I found myself living on the opposite
side of the Atlantic Ocean in The Netherlands, not really making any music at
all anymore and working a "real job" for the first time in my life with the
United Nations.
Just to be clear, the non-musical
career path did not go directly from
McDonalds to the UN.
No, what
actually
happened
was
after
McDonalds I delivered pizza for Pizza
Hut for a while, flew to Europe, wrote
a not-very-good book that no one
ever read, travelled around, needed
money, worked for Microsoft, didn't
The United Nations Yugoslavia Tribunal
work for Amazon.com, worked for
How did I end up with a "real job"?!??
British Telecom, and finally somehow
found myself working for the United Nations International War Crimes
Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia.
And so, torn between different
directions in life, I embraced my "real
job" with full enthusiasm and spent my
weekdays doing my small part in
prosecuting Slobodan Milosevic for
crimes against humanity.
On the
weekends I often went travelling, as
one tends to do when they live in the
heart of Europe and have a fair amount
of disposal income. My mother was
very happy, but what happened to
making music? Looking back I realise
First European Live Show
that this most important aspect of my
Coming to Europe meant starting all over again from zero.
life got a bit lost somewhere in-between
the many other interesting paths I was able to pursue, but even with all the
divided priorities I still managed somewhere in there to finish the album I'd
started back in Canada (Chapter 1: Radio Free Earth) and return to the studio
to do some work for future albums as well (Chapter 2: The Post War Dream
and Chapter 3: Elementhos).
I am often tempted to look back at the past few years and see them as
wasted time that I could have better spent doing more recording and
spending less time at work and travelling around. But that kind of thinking is
wrong, somehow. I believe very much in the importance of the work of the
UN in general and of the prosecution of Slobodan Milosevic and was honoured
to have been able to be involved with both. Similarly I am glad to have been
able to have the opportunities to travel and see the world that I have had:
the great cities of Europe, walking along the Great Wall o f China, sailing
across the Atlantic Ocean on the world's last great ocean liner and flying back
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at twice the speed of sound on
the Concorde, staying in the
John and Yoko Honeymoon
Suite in the Amsterdam Hilton,
spending 27 hours in Cairo one
weekend before returning to
work for court straight off the
plane
Monday
morning,
standing for 12 hours straight
Having a "real job" has its benefits
Live8 in Hyde Park, the Pyramids at Giza, Trans -Atlantic crossing on the QE2
in the same tiny and crowded
The Concorde, Great Wall of China, John and Yoko Honeymoon Suite
spot a few metres back from
the stage at Live8 in Hyde Park and seeing Pink Floyd reunited for the first
time in 25 years. All of these experiences are important to me. The trick
seems to be finding a way that all of one's pursuits can find expression.
Music isn't life. It is merely a part
of life.
And all those other
experiences, even the painful
heartbreaking ones, hopefully
allow me to bring something
special and uniquely "me" to the
music that I create.
I hope that 2006 will be a
defining year for me musically.
Thus far I am very proud of the
first three Internet Singles that I
Wisseloord Studio 1, The Netherlands
have put together and that will
Recording pian o for the first Internet Single, Past Imperfect
ultimately
make
up
future
albums. These songs are just a taste of what is to come and I am very
pleased with them and the way that they sound. And I know that it took all
of these past experiences, both in music and life - pursuing the impossible, to
make them sound the way that they do.
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All-Time Favourite Musical Things:
David Gilmour Guitar Solos: There are few things in the world more beautiful
and awe-inspiring than a David Gilmour guitar solo. My favourite is on the
version of Comfortably Numb from the album The Delicate Sound of Thunder.
Sarah McLachlan Live Recordings: I am not exactly sure why, but Sarah's live
recordings all sound amazing, not just in energy but in overall sound as well.
Sinéad O'Connor as a Producer: I would love for Sinéad O'Connor to produce
a record for me. Her songs always have a quality to them that I love.
Alanis and Sinéad as Songwriters: Alanis and Sinéad have the ability in their
music to make me feel extremely guilty, as though I need to call up all my exgirlfriends and apologise for being such a jerk. I always feel like they are
simultaneously singing at me and about me. As if their heartache was both
caused by me and shared by me. I find their willingness and ability to reveal
themselves in their music to be amazing and enviable.
Best Opening Act Discovery: Sometimes when you go see a concert you
discover a new favourite artist when you see the opening band. My all-time
best opening band discovery was Butterfly Boucher, who I saw open for
Sarah McLachlan in Vancouver.
Favourite Drummers:
Manu Katché (Peter Gabriel, Sting)
Stewart Copeland (The Police)
Larry Winder
Remco van der Sluis
Favourite Guitarists:
David Gilmour (Pink Floyd)
Leo Sienot
Favourite Songwriters:
Roger Waters (Pink Floyd)
Alanis Morissette
Sinéad O'Connor
Favourite Recording Studios:
Anderson Music Studio, Medicine Hat, Alberta
The Beach Studios, Calgary (www.thebeachaudio.com)
Abbey Road Studios, London (www.abbeyroad.co.uk)
Wisseloord Studios, The Netherlands (www.wisseloord.nl)
Studilio, The Netherlands (www.studilio.nl)
Favourite Beatle:
Paul
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